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Hop On Reading is a Structured Literacy Reading Series 
for Dyslexia, Early Readers and ESL Students. 

Hop On Reading is a collaboration between Laura Barr Sargent and 
Patti O’Hare Williams. This structured and systematic method 
supports the Orton-Gillingham approach to reading. Hop On Reading 
was inspired by Ms Sargent’s education philosophy and the void she 
found in the market for affordable and culturally diverse reading 
materials. 

Each level consists of 5 fully-illustrated readers and an illustrated 
interactive reading journal all composed in one series. A family of 
characters engage the reader through the pages by providing humor 
and encouragement. The journal has inquiry and sensory stimulating 
exercises to support each phonemic theme per kit.

Laura Sargent specializes in teaching reading for children and adults 
with reading disabilities using Orton-Gillingham Approach and 
integrating the arts. She holds a Masters in Education from 
Harvard University through the Arts in Education Program, Certified 
in RAVE-O -Tufts University curriculum for teaching students with 
Dyslexia, Certified in Dyslexia and trained in Orton-Gillingham 
Approach - Dyslexia Training Institute also an Integrated Listing 
Practitioner- Integrated Listening.  

Patti O’Hare Williams is an artist, illustrator and graphic designer.
Her intuition into fun, engaging, and stimulating illustrations are a 
perfect presentation for the sometimes tedious task of learning the 
written code. 
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Fun in 
the Sun



Vowel Sound: short u (keyword “up”)

SIGHT WORDS:

have, they, yes, she, from, find, can, good

up g



 fuun



Will Cat and 
Bat have fun 
in the sun?



Yes they will!



They will have 
fun in the sun.



They will run 
to have fun in 
the sun.



Will Hen sup 
in a cup?



Yes she will!



She will sup 
in a cup with 
a pup!





Can the men 
hug a bug? 



Yes they can!





They can hug 
a bug in a rug!



Can Dot fi nd a 
bud?



Yes she can!



She can fi nd a 
bud in the mud.





Fox is stuck.



Will Fox have 
luck with a 
truck?



Yes he will!



He willl have 
luck with the 
truck from a 
buck!



Will they have 
fun in the sun? 



Yes they will!



They will all 
have fun in 
the sun!



Good luck!


